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May 9th, 2013 

Underground UK House Label Owner 

Drops Showcase Album in Sweden 
Recognized UK House label Beartone Records shows off on the Swedish Clubstream Mix label 

with a DJ mixed compilation by Beartone label-head Bearface.  

The Sweden-based Clubstream Mix label now 

releases the first full length DJ mix compilation 

from UK DJ and producer Bearface (in picture). 

The tracks are carefully selected from 

Bearface’s Beartone Records and are released 

unmixed as well as in a crisp one hour DJ 

mixset that moves seamlessly through the 

tracklist from classic house to tribal and tech-

house. 

Bearface, also known as Panasa from Afrobeat 

duo Bana Kuba, initially gained recognition via 

DJ superstar Roger Sanchez's Stealth label. 

Defected Records and Vendetta followed suit, 

and today he is sought after for his productions 

and remixes. 

It was during the dance music industry event 

Amsterdam Dance Event in October 2013 that 

Beartone Records founder Bearface met with 

Mikael Arthursson and Håkan Ludvigson from 

Substream Music Group; West Sweden’s 

leading label group for electronic music.  

- We met Raj (Bearface) by chance in 

Amsterdam and he played a couple of tracks for 

us and I said “this is the sort of thing we should 

be doing”. It took 6 months, the album came out 

beautifully, and I’m already looking forward to the 

next one! – Håkan @ Substream 

The release, titled “Bearface In The Stream Vol. 

1” is released on Clubstream Mix and is available 

from on all major download networks, including iTunes, Spotify and Beatport. Promos for review 

can be requested from Substream. Contact information below. 
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About the Record Label 
The release is coming out on Clubstream Mix, a part of Clubstream, run by the 

Substream Music Group of Sweden. Clubstream Mix is specialized in full length DJ 

mixed albums and club compilations for non-DJ listeners.  

Substream is an innovative music company and one of Sweden's top label groups for 

electronic music. The label’s main office is located in downtown Gothenburg on the 

Swedish Westcoast. Substream made industry headlines in 2005 and 2006 

pioneering alternative payment and licensing models for digital music.  

Today Substream has a catalog of 300+ releases and 3000 tracks released under the 

9 subsidary labels: Substream (electro-pop), Mareld (leftfield electronica), Dansant (dance and upbeat pop) and the 

Clubstream label group (6 labels from house to techno and dubstep). Substream also operates one of Sweden's most 

renowned mastering studios. 

Contact 

Please Substream / Clubstream for questions, interviews, features, promo for review. The artist is 

available for radio interviews, guest blog appearances on request. 

Website: http://www.clubstream.se  

Contact person:  Mikael Arthursson +46-708-579-753 or Hakan Ludvigson, +46-733-101-808 

Email: press [AT] substream [DOT] se 

Facebook: http://facebook.com/clubstream 

Clubstream mobile app: http://clubstream-mob.substream.se  

Press Room 
Visit our press room to download high resolution artist images free to use for press and web: 

http://press.substream.se  

Visit The Featured Artist 
Website: http://beartonerecords.com  

Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/bearface.beartone  
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